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Revel in the rich history and 
culture of Europe as you catch 

a glimpse of ancient Rome, 
wander the streets of Italy, 

immerse yourself in the 
natural beauty of Switzerland, 

and bask in France's art 
and culture scene. 

Bestseller

MT. TITLIS, 
SWITZERLAND Premier

Lounge

®



DELICACIES

HIGHLIGHTS

4★ HOTELS

Meal Plan

DAY 1 
HOMEROME

ROME

Meals on Board

DAY 2
ROME
Dinner (Roman Style Pasta)

Assemble at the airport and take-off to 
Rome.

ITALY 

SWITZERLAND

GERMANY

ROME

 

MILAN

• Vatican City
• Sistine Chapel
 (Entrance Included)
• Vatican Museum
 (Entrance Included)
• Colosseum
• St. Peter’s 
 Basilica
• Roman Forum
• Trevi Fountain
• Pantheon
• Piazza Navona

LUGANO
• Piazza della 
 Riforma

INTERLAKEN
• Lake Thun & 
 The Alps
• View Overlooking 
 The Jungfrau

LUCERNE
• Old Chapel Bridge
• Old Town
• Bucherer
• Lion Monument

BLACK FOREST
• Lake Titisee

FRANCE
PARIS
• Champs-Élysées
• Arc de Triomphe
• Place de la 
 Concorde
• Louvre Museum
• Eiffel Tower 
 (Entrance Included)
• Galeries Lafayette

ENGELBERG
• Mt. Titlis 
 (Entrance Included)
• Zipline
• Glacier Cave

TUSCANY
• The Mall 
 Factory Outlet

FLORENCE
• Piazza della 
 Signoria
• Duomo 
• Ponte Vecchio
• Baptistery of 
 St. John
• Piazzale 
 Michelangelo

PISA
• Square of 
 Miracles
• Leaning Tower 

VENICE
• St. Mark’s 
 Square
• Doge’s Palace
• Bridge of Sighs
• Glass Blowing 
 Factory

• Sforza Castle
• Milan Cathedral
• La Scala Opera 
 House 
• Galleria Vittorio 
 Emanuele ll

12 Breakfasts, 1 Lunch, 8 Dinners

Specialties
• Florentine Steak Dinner 
• Swiss Fondue Combo Dinner 
 with Wine
• German Pork Knuckle & 
 Black Forest Cake
• 4-Course French Dinner with Wine

DAY 3 

Breakfast

Enjoy a guided tour of the capital city, 
Rome. Your first stop is at the Spanish 
Steps, which connects the upper piazza 
Trinita dei Monti and its beautiful twin 
tower church with the lower Piazza di 
Spagna. Then walk to the Pantheon, 
the best-preserved ancient Roman 
building in Rome with the world's 
largest unreinforced concrete dome. 
Take beautiful photos of Piazza Navona 
and its three impressive fountains 
before viewing Castel Sant'Angelo - a 
castle and fortress previously used by 
popes. 

Kick off your guided tour which starts 
at the Vatican City. Revel at the 

 Flight path
Traverse by coach

Featured destinations
Overnight stays 1 2

ROME Mercure
FLORENCE Best Western Plus
VENICE Novotel
MILAN Holiday Inn
INTERLAKEN Hotel Metropole
MT. TITLIS Alpine Lodge
ZURICH Courtyard by Marriott
LORRAINE REGION Novotel
PARIS Courtyard by Marriott

 EXCLUSIVES
• Stay on Mt. Titlis
• Zipline
• Titlis Glacier Park
• Entrance to Sistine Chapel 
 & Vatican Museum
• 2nd Level of Eiffel Tower 

* Note: Hotels subject to final confirmation. 
 Should there be changes, customers will be 
 offered similar accommodations as stated in 
 this list.

GERMANY

ITALY
Rome

FRANCE

SWITZERLAND
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masterpiece of the Sistine Chapel, 
whose stunning frescoed ceiling was 
painted by the renowned sculptor 
Michelangelo. See the immense 
collections of artworks in the Vatican 
Museums and feast your eyes upon the 
intricate details of St. Peter’s Basilica. 
Wonder at the magnificent sight of the 
Colosseum, the largest amphitheatre 
ever built with a capacity of up to 
80,000. Pass by the Roman Forum, the 
heart of ancient Rome, with its archaic 
buildings and shrines which includes 
the ancient former royal residence. 
Then, marvel at the masterpiece of 
Trevi Fountain, the city’s largest 
Baroque fountain. Enjoy the rest of 
the day free at leisure.

Zurich

Paris

Mt Titlis

Lake Titisee
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Note: Visits to Vatican City, Museum and 
Sistine Chapel are subject to VTL regulations. 
If the country of said attraction is not included 
in the approved VTL list, it will be replaced with 
Colosseum entrance without prior notice.

DAY 5

FLORENCEPISA
FLORENCE
Breakfast
Make your way to Pisa, spend some 
time at the Square of Miracles. View 
the legendary Leaning Tower of Pisa, 
built in 1173 as a bell tower for the 
Duomo but achieved worldwide fame 
for tilting sideways due to its sinking 
foundation, along with the adjacent 
Duomo and Baptistery that are of 
important architectural heritage. This 

DAY 6
FLORENCEVENICE
Breakfast, Dinner – Squid Ink Spaghetti
Set off to the heart of Venice via a 
private water taxi, a unique yet effective 
mode of transport for a city built on 
water. Then, set off on a guided tour 
around St. Mark’s Square and to the 
famous cathedral church St. Mark’s 
Basilica – nicknamed the ‘church of 
gold’ due to its opulent design and 
gold ground mosaics. Swing by the 
Doge’s Palace and the Bridge of Sighs, 
two of Venice’s main landmarks, for 
some breathtaking pictures to bring 
back as mementos. Lastly, visit a glass 
blowing factory to learn more about 
the art of Murano glassmaking.

DAY 7
VENICEMILAN
Breakfast, Dinner
Set off to Milan for a guided tour of 
the fashion metropolis – the first stop 
of the day is Sforza Castle, a majestic 
fortress where noble lords of Milan 
used to reside. Drop by the grandiose 
Milan Cathedral for some shots of the 
elaborate Gothic exterior façade. 
Next, take a leisure stroll through the 
Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II for some 
shopping, which will then lead you to 
Piazza della Scala and lastly, stop by 
the lavish La Scala Opera House for 
some pictures.

DAY 8
MILANLUGANO
INTERLAKEN
Breakfast, Dinner – Swiss Fondue with Wine
Cross into Switzerland today to reach 
Lugano - relax in this Italian part of 
Switzerland located at its southern tip 
and spend time exploring Piazza della 
Riforma with its many bistros and 
restaurants. Drive to Interlaken for an 
orientation tour of the scenic resort 
town that is presided over by the 
mighty Eiger, Mönch and Jungfrau 
mountains. As night falls, indulge in a 
unique 4-course Swiss fondue dinner 
at the famous Swiss-themed Bebbis 
Restaurant.

DAY 4
ROMETHE MALL
FLORENCE
Breakfast, Dinner - Florentine Steak 
with Wine 
Spend a few hours at one of Italy’s 
best-known shopping outlets under 

Kick off your guided tour which starts 
at the Vatican City. Revel at the 

 

 

CATHEDRAL SANTA MARIA DEL FIORE IN FLORENCE, ITALY

masterpiece of the Sistine Chapel, 
whose stunning frescoed ceiling was 
painted by the renowned sculptor 
Michelangelo. See the immense 
collections of artworks in the Vatican 
Museums and feast your eyes upon the 
intricate details of St. Peter’s Basilica. 
Wonder at the magnificent sight of the 
Colosseum, the largest amphitheatre 
ever built with a capacity of up to 
80,000. Pass by the Roman Forum, the 
heart of ancient Rome, with its archaic 
buildings and shrines which includes 
the ancient former royal residence. 
Then, marvel at the masterpiece of 
Trevi Fountain, the city’s largest 
Baroque fountain. Enjoy the rest of 
the day free at leisure.

The Mall Factory Outlet. With great 
buys of up to 70% discount from 
prominent brands like Balenciaga, 
Bottega Veneta, Burberry, Coach, 
Fendi, Giorgio Armani, Gucci, no one is 
likely to leave empty-handed. 
Continue to check off the best bits 
of Italy’s Renaissance capital on this 
comprehensive walking tour of 
Florence. Stroll around the historic 
monuments of Piazza della Signoria, 
cross the landmark Ponte Vecchio 
bridge, then admire the legendary 
Duomo and the iconic Florence 
Baptistery of St. John. Enjoy 
panoramic views of Florence from 
the top of Piazzale Michelangelo. 

afternoon, you may consider an 
optional excursion to Siena.
Optional: Siena Tour



Suggested Excursions:
Additional activities that complement your 
holidays will be at your own discretion and 
is entirely optional. 
*Minimum group size may apply. 
• Siena City Tour: €49 / €39
• Top of Europe - Jungfraujoch: 
 CHF205 / CHF165
• Seine River Cruise: €25
• Full Day Paris Tour: €69 / €59

Tipping Guideline: (based on 15D12N)
• €120 per person

Notes: 
• A minimum group size of 10 passengers is 
 required for a confirmed departure.
• The sequence of the itinerary, flight schedules 
 and hotels are subject to change without 
 prior notice in the event of unforeseen 
 circumstances.
• During major events, accommodation may 
 be re-located to outside of the city or in 
 another city without prior notice.
• Eiffel Tower may be changed to Montparnasse 
 Tower without notice.
• The sequence of Day 8-10 itinerary may be 
 rearranged corresponding to the availability 
 of Trübsee Alpine Lodge. 

DAY 10
MT TITLISLUCERNE
ZURICH
Breakfast, Chinese Dinner
This morning, embark on an exciting 
ride to the peak of Mt Titlis on the 
Titlis revolving cable car! Try out some 
of the activities in Glacier Park, visit 
the beautifully turquoise Glacier Cave, 
and enjoy the stunning views on the 
Titlis Cliff Walk. After which, journey 
to Lucerne for a walking tour of the 
'Festival City' which covers the 
world-famous Chapel Bridge, Water 
Tower, Lion Monument and the quaint 
Old Town. Here, you will also find 

DAY 11
ZURICHBLACK FOREST
LORRAINE REGION
Breakfast, Lunch - German Pork Knuckle 
& Black Forest Cake
Cross the border over to the 
enchanting Black Forest in Germany 
to first visit the famed Lake Titisee, 
where you can admire the gorgeous 
scenery overlooking the sparkling 
waters and attend a demonstration 
on cuckoo-clock making. Thereafter, 
proceed to France and stay the night 
in Lorraine region.. 

DAY 12
LORRAINE REGIONPARIS
Breakfast, French Dinner with Wine
Our first schedule of the day is to 
undergo the requisite COVID-19 test 
together as a group. Begin your Paris 
adventure with a guided tour of the city 
– take in the sights of Champs-Élysées, 
Place de la Concorde, Louvre Museum 
with its iconic Louvre Pyramid, and the 
Palais Garnier Paris Opera House. Stop 
at the Arc de Triomphe, a famed 
monument erected in honour of the 
soldiers who fought in the Napoleonic 
Wars. Visit the cultural icon of Paris – 

DAY 9
INTERLAKENMT TITLIS
Breakfast,  3 Course Dinner
This morning, seize the chance to join 
our recommended excursion to 
Jungfraujoch - Top of Europe, where 
you will be blown away by the most 
amazing alpine vistas you'll ever see. 
Then, make your way to Engelberg, 
where you'll go on an exhilarating 
zipline ride that will take you to Lake 
Trübsee as you enjoy panaromic views 
along the ride. Enjoy a tranquil night 
in Trübsee Alpine Lodge - situated 
1800m above sea level and surrounded 
by a magnificent mountain landscape. 
Optional: Jungfraujoch – Top of 
Europe

DAY 13
PARIS
Breakfast
Enjoy a free day at your own leisure. 
You may wish to take up some 
recommended activities, such as an 
optional full day Paris tour that includes 
a walk through the Montmartre 
neighbourhood, and a stop at the 
Notre- Dame Cathedral. You may also 
wish to hop on to a scenic Seine River 
cruise.
Optional: Paris Full Day Tour / 
Seine River Cruise

Breakfast, Meals on board
Enjoy the rest of the day at leisure till it 
is time to transfer to the airport for your 
flight home.

DAY 14
PARISHOME

DAY 15
HOME SWEET HOME
We hope you enjoyed your trip with our 
company and we look forward to 
seeing you again for your next trip.
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Note: You may need to queue for Eiffel Tower due 
to security checks. If the timing is unsuitable, it 
will be replaced with Montparnasse Tower. 

the Eiffel Tower for a panoramic view 
over Paris from the second level, then 
head over to the Galeries Lafayette – 
the biggest department store in Paris 
for souvenir shopping.

Bucherer, the largest duty-free 
store in Switzerland. Continue your 
way to Zürich, the largest city in 
Switzerland.

®


